Call for Papers
2017 TAIWAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE &
2017 ASIAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATIONS CONFERENCE

November 30- December 1, 2017, Chinese Culture University (Yang-Min-Shan, Taipei, Taiwan)

Organized by the Taiwan Accounting Association and the Department of Accounting of Chinese Culture University, 2017 TAIWAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE will be a platform for domestic and foreign distinguished scholars and practitioners to share knowledge and experience, aiming to explore the future developments in accounting and auditing in terms of practice and theory. This symposium will invite international well-known accounting scholars to share and inherit the relevant experience of accounting, and be held at Yang-Ming-Shan beautiful campus of Chinese Culture University at Taipei.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

- Dr. Ting-Wong Cheng, Chair Professor of Accounting, National Chengchi University; Former President of National Chengchi University
- Dr. David Burgstahler, Julius A. Roller Professor of Accounting at the University of Washington; President of the American Accounting Association (2016-2017),

REGISTRATION FEES:

PhD Students: $200 (Before Oct. 14) / $350 (After Oct. 14)
Non-Presenters: $300 (Before Oct. 14) / $400 (After Oct. 14)
Onsite Registration: $450
※ The accommodation fee at Grand Hotel for the international section presenters of the accepted papers will be paid by the conference from 11/29 to 12/2 (3 nights).

ONLINE PAPER SUBMISSION:


IMPORTANT DATE:

Deadline for Paper Submission: Aug. 31, 2017
Notification of Acceptance: Oct. 6, 2017
Deadline for Conference registration: Nov. 1, 2017

APJAE SPECIAL ISSUE:

We’re honored to cooperate with Asia-Pacific Journal of Accounting & Economics (Special Issue) this time. The Best Paper awarded paper(s) must be revised and submitted to Taiwan Accounting Review or Asia-Pacific Journal of Accounting & Economics (Special Issue) by March 5, 2018 with no submission fee required.

APJAE Special Issue Guest Editors

- Dr. Jeong-Bon Kim, Chair Professor of Accountancy, City University of Hong Kong
- Dr. Suresh Radhakrishnan, Constantine Konstans Distinguished Professor of Accounting and Corporate Governance, University of Texas of Dallas
TOPICS:
Submissions may address any accounting and finance topics, including, but not limited to: Accounting, Behavior and Organizations, Accounting Information System, Taxation, Auditing, Financial Accounting and Reporting, Forensic Accounting, Government and Nonprofit, International Accounting, Management Accounting, Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Governance, Accounting Case Study, Relevant Issues on Accounting Practice

CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS:
- Department of Accounting, Chinese Culture University
- Taiwan Accounting Association

CO-ORGANIZERS:
- Japan Accounting Association
- Korean Accounting Association

FURTHER INFORMATION:
For more information, please visit: http://2017atpc.pccu.edu.tw/
Department of Accounting, Chinese Culture University
pccutaa@gmail.com
+886-2-2861-0511